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A model of a temporal three-dimensional mixing layer laden with fuel drops of a liquid containing
a large number of species is derived. The fuel model is based on continuous thermodynamics,
whereby the composition is statistically described through a distribution function parametrized on
the species molar weight. The drop temperature is initially lower than that of the carrier gas, leading
to drop heat up and evaporation. The model describing the changes in the multicomponent �MC�
fuel drop composition and in the gas phase composition due to evaporation encompasses only two
more conservation equations when compared with the equivalent single-component �SC� fuel
formulation. Single drop results of a MC fuel having a sharply peaked distribution are shown to
compare favorably with a validated SC-fuel drop simulation. Then, single drop comparisons are
performed between results from MC fuel and a representative SC fuel used as a surrogate of the MC
fuel. Further, two mixing layer simulations are conducted with a MC fuel and they are compared to
representative SC-fuel simulations conducted elsewhere. Examination of the results shows that
although the global layer characteristics are generally similar in the SC and MC situations, the MC
layers display a higher momentum-thickness-based Reynolds number at transition. Vorticity analysis
shows that the SC layers exhibit larger vortical activity than their MC counterpart. An examination
of the drop organization at transition shows more structure and an increased drop-number density
for MC simulations in regions of moderate and high strain. These results are primarily attributed to
the slower evaporation of MC-fuel drops than of their SC counterpart. This slower evaporation is
due to the lower volatility of the higher molar weight species, and also to condensation of
already-evaporated species on drops that are transported in regions of different gas composition. The
more volatile species released in the gas phase earlier during the drop lifetime reside in the lower
stream while intermediary molar weight species, which egress after the drops are entrained in the
mixing layer, reside in the mixing layer and form there a very heterogeneous mixture; the heavier
species that evaporate later during the drop lifetime tend to reside in regions of high drop number
density. This leads to a segregation of species in the gas phase based on the relative evaporation time
from the drops. The ensemble-average drop temperature becomes eventually larger/smaller than the
initial drop temperature in MC/SC simulations. Neither this species segregation nor the drop
temperature variation with respect to the initial temperature or as a function of the mass loading can
be captured by the SC-fuel simulations. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.1688327�

I. INTRODUCTION

Most power producing combustion devices employ
sprays of commercial petroleum fuels that typically contain
hundreds of pure species. Despite the preponderance of mul-
ticomponent �MC� fuels, the specific behavior of such sprays
in turbulent flows is not well understood when compared to
that of single-component �SC� fuel sprays. For example, be-
cause of the daunting difficulty of simulating MC mixtures,
investigators use a variety of heavy �i.e., large molar weight�
SCs or mixtures of two fuels to simulate diesel fuel,1–4 al-

though there is emerging interest in a complete MC
representation.5 Also, because data obtained with SC fuels
lead to results that are more easily interpretable, some ex-
periments tend to focus on SC fuels as well, although the
ultimate interest is on MC fuels.1 The focus of this paper is
on SC versus MC simulations. The questions we address are
as follows: Which of the features of MC two-phase flows
with phase change are reproduced by SC flows, and which
features, if any, are not? Also, if some features are not repro-
duced, are they important?

Given the complexities of spatial sprays in combustion
chambers, simpler geometric configurations, such as mixing
layers, are a reasonable starting point for fundamental stud-
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ies. Moreover, considering the complexities associated with
spatial mixing layer boundary conditions, temporal mixing
layers are the simplest pertinent configuration. The present
study employs direct numerical simulation �DNS� to investi-
gate the behavior of a temporal mixing layer whose lower
stream is initially laden with a large number of evaporating
MC-fuel drops. DNS studies with solid particles in the ab-
sence of phase change were previously performed by Boivin
et al.,6 and by Mashayek and Jaberi7 in the context of isotro-
pic turbulence; by Mashayek,8 who investigated evaporating
drops in isotropic turbulence; by Réveillon and Vervisch,9

who studied clusters and randomly distributed evaporating
SC-fuel drops in a three-dimensional �3D� freely decaying
turbulence; by Mashayek,10 who explored evaporating drops
in homogeneous shear; and by Miller and Bellan11,12 and
Okong’o and Bellan,13 who studied 3D mixing layers with
evaporating SC-fuel drops. The present DNS methodology
generally follows that of Refs. 11 and 13 while the drop
model is entirely novel in the context of mixing layers. The
change in the drop model induces corresponding changes in
the mixing layer model. The introduction of the specific MC-
fuel drop model is motivated by the observation that it may
be impractical to model mixtures composed of a large num-
ber of species by accounting for each individual constituent
�e.g., the single drop, binary-fuel study of Harstad and
Bellan14 or of Megaridis and Sirignano,15 and the MC-fuel
drop model of Law and Law16�. Therefore the adopted strat-
egy is to use the statistical point of view embedded in the
continuous thermodynamics �CT� approach. CT is a well-
established theory with a firm theoretical basis; detailed deri-
vations of a self-consistent theory based on this concept are
found in Gal-Or et al.,17 and in Cotterman et al.18 in the
context of phase equilibrium calculations. Other derivations
and applications are described by Bowman and Edmister,19

Edmister and Bowman,20 and Briano and Glandt.21 The CT
theory is based on the appropriate representation of the
chemical potential for a mixture containing numerous com-
ponents and uses molecular thermodynamic methods to rep-
resent the Gibbs function in terms of the probability distri-
bution function �PDF� describing the mixture composition.
The concepts are fundamental and independent of the physi-
cochemical model chosen to represent the chemical poten-
tial. For a specified initial PDF, the evolution of the mixture
is governed by thermodynamic relationships and/or conser-
vation equations. Moreover, the CT approach was validated
by many investigators through successful calculations: �i�
calculations of vapor-liquid equilibrium �Rätzsch and
Kehlen,22 Tamim and Hallett23�, �ii� computations of liquid–
liquid equilibrium �Rätzsch and Kehlen22�, �iii� simulations
of polymer solutions �Cotterman et al.,18 Rätzsch and
Kehlen,22 Whitson24�, �iv� computations of distillation
�Rätzsch and Kehlen22�, �v� flash point calculations �Cotter-
man et al.,18 Chou and Prausnitz,25 Whitson24�, and �vi� char-
acterization of carbon plus fractions �Whitson24�. Based on
the CT approach, Tamim and Hallett23 and Hallett26 have
developed a model for the evaporation of a single, isolated
drop of fuel that is a mixture of very many species. Further-
more, the same model has been used by Lippert and Reitz27

as a building block in codes devoted to practical applica-

tions. The present study adopts the CT approach and utilizes
it in a fundamental study of the coupled interaction between
a multitude of drops and the flow in a temporal mixing layer
at atmospheric pressure.

First, we recall the CT model in the context of a single
drop and derive the CT model for a mixing layer. The poten-
tial of the CT model is next demonstrated in the context of a
single drop by first comparing its predictions with a validated
SC-fuel model and then assessing its qualitative behavior for
MC fuels. Mixing layer results, focussing on transitional
state analysis, are then presented. These encompass global
characteristics, detailed visualizations, calculations of prob-
ability density functions �PDFs�, and first-order statistics.
The emerging picture is that of important detailed differences
between the predictions of SC- and MC-fuel models. In par-
ticular, our results show that the increasing lifetime of the
MC drops compared to SC drops results in a more structured
flow field, and reveal a molar weight stratification in MC
simulations that inherently cannot be obtained with any SC
fuel.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The governing equations are formulated for the temporal
mixing layer in an Eulerian–Lagrangian frame for the gas
and drops, respectively. This representation is consistent with
the volumetrically small loading (�10�3), although the
mass loading can be substantial due to the very high density
ratio between the liquid �subscript l) and carrier gas, � l /�
�O(103). Moreover, the drops are treated as point sources
of mass, momentum, and energy. This representation is con-
sistent with the drop size being smaller than the Kolmogorov
scale �see discussion in Ref. 6�. Although the point source
representation is no true DNS, this accepted terminology is
adopted. Unsteady drag and added mass effects are ne-
glected, as well as Basset history forces, all of which are
small for � l /��O(103) �Ref. 6�; further neglected in this
volumetrically dilute regime are drop collisions and evapo-
rative drop interactions. Moreover, the carrier gas is assumed
calorically perfect.

A. Continuous thermodynamics for single MC-fuel
drops

The primary idea of CT modeling is to describe the fuel
composition �both liquid and vapor� using a distribution
function f . Although generally f depends on many param-
eters representing the characteristics of the fuels, it has been
shown18,26 that in certain cases it is possible to reduce this
dependency to a single parameter: the species molar weight
m . This simplification is available for mixtures composed of
homologous species17,18 and includes diesel and gasoline
fuels,18,23 both of which are of major practical interest. The
advantage of such a statistical description is that while a
wide range of individual species can be accommodated in the
mixture, the number of governing equations is minimally
augmented with respect to that necessary for a single species
because the composition is represented by a small number of
parameters determining f .
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In CT, f is used to define the mole fraction of species �,
X� , whose molar weight lies within the range m� to m�

��m� through

X�� f �m ��m� �1�

with the normalization condition

�
0

	

f �m �dm�1. �2�

Because mixtures always contain a finite number of indi-
vidual species, in all CT applications f is non-null only in a
finite interval.17 Whitson24 has shown that gamma distribu-
tions may be used to characterize the molar weight of crude
oils through

f �m ��
�m�
���1

�����
exp��� m�


� � � , �3�

where (�)��0
	���1e��d� . The origin of f is specified by


, and its shape is determined by two parameters, � and �.
These parameters are related to the mean �, the variance �2,
and the second moment �, of f by �����
 , �2���2, and
���2��2.

1. Gas-phase conservation equations

If the overall vapor mole fraction is Xv , the carrier gas
mole fraction is Xga�1�Xv , and the vapor phase mole
fraction of species � is defined through

X��Xv� f v�m ���m� , �4�

where f v is the fuel vapor PDF. Multiplying Eq. �1� by m
and by m2 and integrating it for infinitesimally small �m�

yields the mean molar weight of the vapor, �v
��
v

	 f v(m)mdm and the second moment �v

��
v

	 f v(m)m2dm , respectively.

In discrete form, the mean molar weight is defined as

m�mgaXga��
��1

N

m�X� ��fuel, �5�

where N is the total number of fuel species, and the equiva-
lent expression in continuous form is

m�mga�1�Xv���vXv . �6�

The gas phase is considered to be a mixture of perfect gases
and thus

p�
�RuT

m
�cRuT , �7�

where ��mc is the mass density of the gas mixture, p is the
thermodynamic pressure, Ru is the universal gas constant, T
is the temperature, and c is the molar density.

The CT gas-phase conservation equations are derived as
in Ref. 23 from the unsteady discrete form of the molar
fraction conservation and enthalpy equations,

��cX��

�t
��•�cX�u*���•�cD��X��, �8�

Cpv

��cT �

�t
�Cpv�•�cTu*�

��•��v�T ���•� �
��1

N

JD�* hv�� . �9�

This CT derivation involves �i� substituting X� by Xv f (m),
integrating Eq. �8� over dm and taking its first two moments,
which leads to conservation equations for
cX� ,cX�m ,cX�m2, and �ii� integrating Eq. �9� over dm to
yield a conservation equation for cT . Since a detailed deri-
vation is available,23 only a succinct exposition is presented
here. In Eqs. �8� and �9�, t is the time, u* is the molar
average velocity, D� is the diffusivity of species � in the
mixture, Cpv is the vapor molar heat capacity at constant
pressure, � is the thermal conductivity, JD�* ��cD��X� is
the diffusional molar flux of species �, and hv� is the en-
thalpy of the � species in the gas phase. Since � l /�
�O(103), the gas phase is quasisteady with respect to the
liquid phase,28 and the equations further simplify to yield

�•�cXvu*���•�cD̄�Xv�, �10�

�•�cXv�vu*���•�cD̃��Xv�v�� , �11�

�•�cXv�vu*���•�cD̂��Xv�v�� , �12�

C̄pv�•�cTu*���•��v�T ����RuAcT�CpgaT �cD̄

�RuBccD̃T�v��Xv , �13�

where additional simplifications have been performed by ne-
glecting the difference of terms that are approximately
equal.23 Several averaging definitions were introduced in
Eqs. �10�–�13� using the CT form of the diffusivity,
D(m ,T), and heat capacity, Cpv(m),

D̄��

v

	

D�m ,T � f v�m �dm , �14�

D̃�v��

v

	

D�m ,T � f v�m �mdm , �15�

D̂�v��

v

	

D�m ,T � f v�m �m
2dm , �16�

C̄pv�Xv�

v

	

Cpv�m � f v�m �dm��1�Xv�Cpga , �17�

having used, as in Ref. 23, the correlation of Ref. 25,

Cpv�m ��Ru �Ac�Ts��Bc�Ts�m� , �18�

where the subscript s labels the drop surface. Similar to
Cpv(m), correlations are also available for D(m ,T)�(AD

�BDm)T5/2/(B��T) that can approximate the diffusional
behavior of the � species in the mixture; constants AD , BD ,
and B� are listed in Ref. 23.

2. Liquid-phase conservation equations

The conservation equations for the liquid phase are ob-
tained under the assumption of a well-mixed liquid, meaning
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that internal circulation is very effective and renders the
properties of the drop uniform in a time much shorter than
the drop lifetime. This assumption is consistent with the slow
evaporation limit �see Makino and Law29� of the present
mixing layer simulations. Departures from this well-mixed
state are expected to become increasingly important with
wider separation of the saturation vapor-pressure curves for
different species, however, for a continuous mixture these
departures may be considerably reduced. Following the CT
derivation and approximations of Ref. 23, including the as-
sumption of constant � l , the conservation equations for a
spherically symmetric drop are

Jrs* �1�Xvs���cD̄��Xv�s , �19�

d� l

dt
�

6

cld
�Jr*�� l��vXv��cD̃��Xv�v��s , �20�

d� l

dt
�

6

cld
�Jr*�� l��vXv��cD̂��Xv�v��s , �21�

dTd

dt
�

6

Cplcld
�qs�Jrs* Lv� , �22�

where Jrs* �(dNd /dt)/A is the drop-surface radial molar flux
�subscript d refers to the drop�, Nd�M d /� l is the number of
moles in the drop, M d is the drop mass flux, A��d2 is the
drop area, d is the drop diameter, cl is the liquid molar den-
sity (cl�� l /� l), Cpl is the liquid heat capacity at constant
pressure, qs is the drop surface heat flux, and Lv is the liquid
latent heat. The rapid mixing assumption implies that Td

�Ts .

3. Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions are applied both in the drop far
field �subscript e) and at the drop surface, with consistent
phase coupling. The far-field values of the dependent vari-
ables are specified through the given gas composition and
temperature.

To ensure consistency in the definition of gas and liquid
enthalpies hv and hl , it is recalled that for calorically perfect
species

hl��
0

T

Cpl dT�, hv��
0

T

CpvdT��hv
0 , �23�

where the molar enthalpy of the mixture in continuous form
is

h��1�Xv�CpgaT�Xv�CpvT�hv
0�. �24�

The reference enthalpy for the liquid and the carrier gas are
taken to be null at T�0, and a non-null reference value of
the enthalpy of the vapor mixture, hv

0 , is required for the
vapor. To find hv

0 , its relation to Lv is derived, having de-
fined

J*Lv��
��1

N

J�*Lv� , �25�

where J* is the total molar flux and J�*�J*X��JD�* . For
each component

Lv��hv��Ts��hl��Ts�, �26�

where hv�(Ts)�hv�
0 ��0

TsCpv�dT� and hl�(Ts)

��0
TsCpl�dT�. Substituting Eq. �18� and those in Ref. 23 for

Cpl(� l) and Lv(Ts ,�vs) in Eq. �25� and integrating the right-
hand side over all species yields an equation with a single
unknown hv

0 , for which the equation is solved. Thus, follow-
ing Ref. 23, in discrete form, Lv(m)�(Ah�Bhm)�h with
�h��(Tcr�Ts)/(Tcr�Tb)�0.38, and the equivalent CT form
is obtained by integrating over m as

Cpl�� l�Al�BlTd�ClTd
2� , �27�

Lv�Ts���h��Ah�BhXvs�vs�
BhcD̄

Jrs
���Xv�v��r ,s� ,

�28�

where Al ,Bl ,Cl ,Ah , and Bh are constants listed in Ref. 23
and the subscripts b and cr refer to the boiling point and to
the critical point. Also, in discrete form, Tcr(m)�Acr

�Bcrm and the equivalent CT form is obtained by integrat-
ing over m . For consistency with other correlations, it can be
shown that a linear approximation of hv

0(m)�Km�K� can
be made, and an equivalent CT expression is used in the
calculation �see Sec. IV A�. Since for a specified fuel hv

0 is
constant, it is evaluated at the reference temperature Twb . To
compute Twb , an empirical correlation of experimental re-
sults is employed,30

Twb�137� Tb

373.15�
0.68

log10�T ��45, �29�

where in discrete form Tb(m)�Ab�Bbm and the equivalent
CT expression is used in Eq. �29�; Ab and Bb are constants
whose values are listed in Ref. 23.

The boundary conditions at the drop surface express the
conservation of total �i.e., diffusive plus convective� molar
mass, molar species, and heat fluxes. Raoult’s law relates the
fugacities across the drop surface, leading for a mixture of
discrete components to

Xv��Xl��pv� /p �, �30�

where pv� is the �-species vapor pressure. If f l is the liquid
composition PDF, in CT form, Raoult’s law becomes

Xv��

 l

	

f l�m �
pv�m �

p
dm , �31�

which weighted by m and (m��v)2 yields the vapor mean
molar weight and the vapor variance in molecular weight at
drop surface,

�Xv�v�s��

 l

	

f l�m �
pv�m �

p
mdm , �32�

�Xv�v
2�s��


 l

	

f l�m �
pv�m �

p
�m��v�

2dm . �33�

The vapor pressure is given by the Clausius–Clapeyron
equation in CT form,
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pv�m ��patm exp� ��s f g�m �

Ru
� � 1�

Tb�m �

Ts
� � , �34�

where patm�1 atm and the entropy of vaporization �s f g(m)
can be expressed using Trouton’s empirical law �s f g(m)
�Lv(m)/Tb(m)�87.9 J K�1 mol�1. Thus Eqs. �31�–�34�
determine the drop surface conditions in the vapor phase,
which drive evaporation. Using the relationships between �,
�, �, and 
, assuming 
 l�
vs�
 and integrating Eqs. �31�–
�34� over m to obtain the CT form of the boundary condi-
tions yields relationships between Xvs and the distribution
parameters in the liquid, and between the distribution param-
eters in the liquid and vapor,

Xvs�
patm

pe

exp��s f g /�RuTs��Ts�Ab�
Bb��

�1��s f g /�RuTs�Bb� l�
� l

, �35�

�vs�
�
� l�


1�
��s f g /Ru��1�Ab /Ts��Bb /�Ts�Ab��� l

2

� l�


,

�36�

�vs
2 �� l

2��sv�


� l�
 �2

. �37�

B. Mixing layer conservation equations

1. Gas-phase conservation equations

The gas-phase formulation of Ref. 11 is here modified in
three ways. First, two transport equations, for �v and �v , are
added to represent the entire molar weight range of evapo-
rated fuel species; �v is used as a dependent variable instead
of �v

2 because the resulting equation is simpler. Second, as in
Ref. 13, the influence of the species-mass diffusion velocities
is included in the heat flux vector because they were shown
in Ref. 13 to be the dominant contribution, as conductive
effects were relatively small in these simulations. Finally,
since all available thermophysical property correlations25,23

utilize m� , for consistency, two of the primitive variables are
now c and X� instead of � and the mass fractions, Y�

�X�m� /m:
Continuity.

��

�t
�

�

�x j
��u j��SI-mass , �38�

where j denotes the Cartesian coordinate, u is the velocity of
the mean mass, and SI-mass is the mass source due to evapo-
ration. This leads to an equation for c ,

�c

�t
�

�

�x j
�cu j���

c

m

Dm

Dt
�

SI-mass

m
. �39�

Further manipulation of Eq. �39� with the �v equation �de-
veloped below� yields

�c

�t
�

�

�x j
�cu j�

�
�

�x j
� cD̄

�

�x j
�Xv� ��

1

mga

�

�x j
� cD̃

�

�x j
�Xv�v� �

�SI-mole , �40�

where SI-mole is the molar source due to evaporation.
Momentum conservation.

���ui�

�t
�

�

�x j
��uiu j�p� i j�� i j��SII , j , �41�

where � i j is the stress tensor,

� i j���2Si j��2/3�Skk� i j� ,
�42�

Si j��1/2���ui /�x j��u j /�xi�,

with � i j being the Kronecker symbol, and SII is the drop-gas-
interaction momentum source.

Energy conservation.

��cet�

�t
�

�

�x j
� �cet�p �u j��

�T

�x j
�ui� i j�

�
�

�x j
� �
��†ga ,[1,N]‡

JD j�h�� �SIII , �43�

where SIII is the drop-gas-interaction source term and

�
��†ga ,[1,N]‡

JD j�h�

��� �

v

	

cD�m �
��Xv f v�m ��

�x j
�hv

0�m ��Cpv�m �T�dm �
�JD jgaCpgaT , �44�

where JD is the mass diffusion flux. Since
���†ga ,�1,N�‡m�JD��0, it follows that

JD jga�
1

mga
�

v

	

cmD�m �
��Xv f v�m ��

�x j
dm , �45�

leading to

�
��†ga ,[1,N]‡

JD j�h�

���K��RuAcT �cD̄
�Xv

�x j

�� K�RuBcT�
CpgaT

mga
� cD̃

��Xv�v�

�x j
. �46�

Species conservation. The discrete form of the conserva-
tion equation for the partial species density is

���Y��

�t
�
���Y�u j�

�x j
�

�

�x j
� �D�

�Y�

�x j
��SI�-mass , �47�

where SI�-mass is the evaporated mass of � species from the
drop; SI-mass����1

N SI�-mass . Following the single-drop pro-
tocol and assumptions, in CT form this equation becomes

��cXv�

�t
�

�

�x j
� cXvu j�cD̄

�Xv

�x j
��SI-mole . �48�

Vapor mean-molar-weight transport equation. Integrat-
ing Eq. �47� over dm and using the assumptions of Ref. 23
yields
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��cXv�v�

�t
�

�

�x j
�cXv�vu j�cD̃

��Xv�v�

�x j
��SI-mass .

�49�

Second moment transport equation. Multiplying Eq. �47�
by m and integrating it over dm leads to

��cXv�v�

�t
�

�

�x j
�cXv�vu j�cD̂

��Xv�v�

�x j
��S� , �50�

where S� is the source of cXv�v in the gas phase due to drop
evaporation.

Equation of state. The perfect gas equation of state, p
�cRuT , closes the system of gas-phase equations.

2. Individual drop governing equations

Coupled to the gas-phase conservation equations, the
drop equations for the position, �, the velocity, v, Td , � l ,
and � l are

d� i

dt
�v i ,

dv i

dt
�

Fi

M d
,

dTd

dt
�

qsA��dN/dt �Lv

NCpl
, �51�

d� l

dt
�

6Jrs

cld
�� l�

�vXv��vsXvs�1�B �

B � ,

d� l

dt
�

6Jrs

cld
�� l�

�vXv��vsXvs�1�B �

B � ,

where, according to Ref. 26,

Jrs�
cD̄Sh

d
ln�1�B � with B�

Xvs�Xv

1�Xvs
, �52�

where B is the CT equivalent of the Spalding transfer
number.28 The force term Fi , the heat transfer term qsA , and
the enthalpy associated with evaporation, Lv(dN/dt), ac-
count for the coupling between gas and drops. The values of
the gas-phase variables (ui ,T ,Xv ,�v ,�v) at each drop loca-
tion serve now as the far-field boundary conditions for the
single-drop equations presented above. Using the validated
models for Fi , qsA , and dN/dt described in Refs. 30 and
26, one obtains

F j�� M d

�d
� f 1�u j�v j�,

qsA�� M d

�d
� NuCpg

3 Pr m
f 2�T�Td�, �53�

dN
dt

�Jrs�d2��� M d

�d
� Sh

3Sc m
ln�1�B �,

where �d�� ld
2/(18�) is the particle time constant for

Stokes flow, and � is the viscosity of the carrier gas; Pr
��Cpg /(�m) and Sc��/(�D̄) are the Prandtl and the
Schmidt numbers, respectively. The Nusselt Nu and the

Sherwood Sh numbers are semiempirically modified using
the Ranz–Marshall correlations to account for convective ef-
fects in the heat and the mass transfer11 and the similarity
assumption applies,

Nu�2�0.552 Resl
1/2�Pr�1/3,

�54�
Sh�2�0.552 Resl

1/2�Sc�1/3.

f 1 is an empirical correction to Stokes drag accounting for
both finite droplet Reynolds numbers �slip Reynolds number
Resl��u�v��d/� where (u�v) is the slip velocity� and a
Reynolds number based on the blowing velocity (Reb

��Ubd/�, with Ub�Jrs /c) due to evaporation,

f 1�
1�0.0545 Resl�0.1 Resl

1/2�1�0.03 Resl�

1�a�Reb�b , �55�

a�0.09�0.077 exp��0.4 Resl�,
�56�

b�0.4�0.77 exp��0.04 Resl�.

The correlation of Eq. �55� is valid for the ranges 0�Resl

�100 and 0�Reb�10. f 2 is an analytical correction to heat
transfer due to evaporation,

f 2�
�

exp����1
, ���1.5 Pr �d

1

N
dN
dt

. �57�

Finally, � is computed from the specified initial �subscript 0�
Reynolds number Re0,

����U0� ,0 /Re0 , �58�

where �U0�2U0 is the initial difference in the free-stream
velocities calculated from the specified initial Mach number
M c ,0 �details in Ref. 11� and � ,0 is the initial vorticity thick-
ness. The specification of Pr, Sc, and Re0 leads to a family of
gas-phase solutions that is independent of the actual values
of �, �, and D̄; this is the principle of flow similarity lucidly
stated by Batchelor.31 However, the drop characteristic time
�d depends explicitly on �, meaning that the � magnitude
will influence the drop interaction with the flow. The choice
of the �d(�) value is intended to render the drop and flow
characteristic times of same order of magnitude so as to en-
able the investigation of their interaction.

3. Source terms

The source terms in Eqs. �40�, �41�, �43�, and �48�–�50�
express the phase coupling of molar mass, momentum, en-
ergy, mean molar weight, and second moment of the distri-
bution function. These source terms originate at the Lagrang-
ian drop locations, but they are needed at the Eulerian grid
nodes to express the coupling between phases. Although in
reality there is a lag between the time at which the source
terms are created at the drop locations and that at which they
arrive at the grid nodes, in the point-source DNS concept,
this time lag cannot be taken into account. This is because
modeling these time-lag subgrid processes would be tanta-
mount to adding a subgrid scale model, and thus this com-
putation could no longer qualify as DNS by the meaning of
Boivin et al.6 since modeling would then be done in the gas
phase away from the vicinity of the drops and the arguments
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of the point-source model where only the immediate vicinity
�a sphere of influence around the drop� is modeled and all
other scales of the flow are resolved, would no longer hold.
Thus the state-of-the-art in SC-fuel DNS of two-phase flows
is to add these source terms to the grid nodes proportionally
to the drop distance from the eight adjacent grid nodes �e.g.,
Ref. 13�. For MC-fuel point-source DNS, the question arises
as to the additional approximations that could be necessary
to project the source terms from the drop locations to the grid
nodes. Succinctly, this question can be addressed by exam-
ining the characteristic time of source arrival at the nodes.
Similar to SC-fuel simulations, in MC-fuel computations, the
fluxes of mass, momentum, and energy transport sources
from the drop locations to the grid nodes, and each flux is
composed of a convective term and a diffusive term. Irre-
spective of the specific flux, convective contributions have a
much faster time scale than the diffusive contributions, and
thus the source terms will arrive from the drop locations to
the nodes at the convective flux characteristic time. Concern-
ing the approximations made regarding the diffusive fluxes,
comparisons between the SC and MC situation reveal that in
the former case, the 3�3 diffusion matrix for the three spe-
cies system �fuel, oxygen, and nitrogen� is approximated by
a single, effective diffusion coefficient, and equivalently, for
the MC case, the much larger diffusion matrix is also ap-
proximated by a single diffusion coefficient. In both situa-
tions, this diffusion matrix approximation has only minor
impact on the arrival time of the drop source terms at the
grid nodes, since as already stated, the convective fluxes
have the fastest characteristic time. Therefore the same strat-
egy as in SC simulations11 is here employed to calculate the
source terms at the grid nodes: a geometric weighting factor
wq is used to distribute the individual drop contributions to
the nearest eight grid points in proportion to their distance
from the drop location. Using conservation principles, one
obtains

SI-mass���
q�1

Nd wq

�x3 �d�N� l�

dt
�

q

, �59�

SI-mole���
q�1

Nd wq

�x3 �dN

dt
�

q

, �60�

SII , j���
q�1

Nd wq

�x3 �F j�
d�N� l�

dt
v j�

q

, �61�

SIII���
q�1

Nd wq

�x3 �v jF j�qsA�
dN

dt
� � lv jv j

2
�hv ,s� �

q

,

�62�

S����
q�1

Nd wq

�x3 �d�N� l�

dt
�

q

, �63�

where the summations are over all drops residing within a
local numerical discretization volume �x3. hv ,s�ClTs�Lv
is the enthalpy of the evaporated species.

III. SINGLE-DROP RESULTS

Before undertaking DNS of the mixing layer with MC-
fuel drops it is important to assess the ability of the CT
method to portray a variety of fuel mixtures. In this spirit,
since validated single-SC-fuel drop models do exist,30 those
results are compared with results from simulations using a
sharply peaked distribution f . Further, MC-fuel single-drop
simulations are conducted to explore the novel potential of
the CT formulation.

All single, isolated drop results were calculated by solv-
ing Eqs. �20�–�22� and �52� in which Xv is replaced by Xve

to account for the specified far-field conditions. These equa-
tions were solved in conjunction with the boundary condi-
tions of Eqs. �35�–�37� using a finite difference time discreti-
zation with a time step of 10�6 s. In the MC simulations, all
transport properties �including � whose dependency on these
variables is listed in Tamim and Hallett23� were functions of
� and T as stated above. The values of � and � are those of
Hallett.26

A. Sharply peaked distribution versus SC-fuel
representation

Displayed in Fig. 1 are results obtained from several
drop models exercised for the same initial conditions: Te

�1000 K, Td ,0�300 K, d0�2�10�3 m, Red,0�17. The
specific Te is chosen because it was shown in Miller et al.30

that variations among several drop model predictions emerge
only when the evaporation rate is increased. The model
which forms the base of the present drop formulation distin-
guished itself from other models discussed in detail in Ref.
30 by agreeing with the data of Wong and Lin32 �both drop
size and temperature evolution� which was for d0�2
�10�3 m and n-decane at Te�1000 K �Fig. 4 in Ref. 30�.
Here, Model 1 is the rapid mixing model �i.e., the infinite � l

limit� without evaporative correction to heat transfer as in
Chen and Pereira33 �i.e., f 2�1); Model 2 is the rapid mixing
model with an evaporative correction to heat and mass trans-
fer as in Abramzon and Sirignano;34 Model 3 is based on the
heat-mass analogy and like Model 2 takes into account the
heating period of the droplet; and Model 4, whose results
were found closest to experimental observations in Ref. 30,
additionally incorporates the nonequilibrium evaporation law
based on the Langmuir–Knudsen �LK� law. Although the
present drop model is strictly valid only for slow evapora-
tion, the agreement between simulations using this drop
model with experimental data at Te�1000 K, where evapo-
ration is considerably faster,30 indicated that the uniformity
assumption for the variables inside the drop may be valid
beyond the original regime in which the model was derived,
and justified the present comparisons. The MC model is
implemented with � l ,0�142 kg/kmole to duplicate the molar
weight of n-decane, � l ,0

2 �2 (kg/kmole)2 to have a very
sharply peaked distribution, and 
 l ,0�138 kg/kmole to re-
strict the molar weight of components so as to be close to
n-decane. The thermophysical properties used in the calcu-
lations for n-decane are those listed in Ref. 30.

Except for the heating period, the evaporation model us-
ing CT is closest to Model 4 �both d and Td evolution� and is
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in better agreement with it than most of the other models,
which are typically employed in two-phase flow simulations
with evaporating drops. This agreement with a validated
model is significant. The slight difference in the heating pe-
riod between Model 4 and the CT model is attributed to the
corresponding difference in fuel composition between the
MC fuel and n-decane, which is reflected in the thermo-
physical properties. We also note that LK effects are insig-
nificant for d0�2�10�3 m, and thus are not expected to
influence the results �Model 4 includes LK effects, whereas
the CT-based model does not�. Based on the comparison pre-
sented in Fig. 1, the CT model seems to combine quantitative
accuracy �given the difference in composition between the
constant SC molar weight and the sharply peaked-f MC
equivalent� with a more realistic description of the drop
physics.

B. Single-MC-fuel drop results

To establish the difference in baseline behavior between
different MC fuels, several MC-fuel drop calculations are
conducted. The parameters characterizing f for all the fuels
used in the computations are listed in Table I. The values of
� l ,0 and � l ,0 are prescribed, whereas 
 l ,0 is calculated from

the condition that Td ,0�Tb ,0 and therefore 
 l ,0�(Td ,0

�Ab)/Bb , meaning that it corresponds to the species having
the lowest boiling point.

The results plotted in Fig. 2 are all for Te�1000 K,
Td ,0�300 K, Red,0�0, and d0�10�4 m. For diesel, which
is the least volatile fuel, an enlarged heating period is neces-
sary before initiating vaporization, and thus the drop lifetime
�Fig. 2�a�� is largest. The heating period of gasoline is
slightly shorter than that of n-decane because the lighter spe-
cies in gasoline are more volatile, however, as the heavier
species begin evaporating, the drop evaporation rate de-
creases with respect to n-decane. Illustrated in Fig. 2�b� is
the time evolution of Td and Tb for the n-decane and diesel-
fuel drops. In both situations, Td is bounded by Tb ; for
n-decane, an asymptotic Td behavior is reached, however, no
such situation occurs for the diesel drop whose Tb evolves
with the composition. Comparing the initial diesel-fuel drop
composition with that at half through the drop lifetime �Fig.
2�c��, one discerns the disappearance of the lighter molar
weight species, which are well known to be more volatile,
and the concomitant larger peak at a larger molar weight. To
further quantify the diesel-fuel drop evolution, the surface
vapor mole fraction is displayed in Fig. 2�d� as a function of
t . Following the initial transient during which Xvs continu-
ously increases, a stationary state is reached corresponding to
a quasisteady evaporation.

IV. MIXING LAYER RESULTS

To explore the approximations introduced by the SC as-
sumption, DNS of SC- and MC-fuel drop-laden mixing lay-
ers are compared for the same conditions except for the iden-
tity of the fuel in the drops. The present MC simulations
using diesel fuel are compared with those of Okong’o and
Bellan13 using n-decane �a SC simulant of diesel fuel�. The
free-stream carrier gas temperature T0 is relatively low to
ensure that the characteristic times of the drops and flow are
of the same order of magnitude at the present Reynolds num-
ber values which are smaller than in fully turbulent flows.

A. Numerical procedure, initial and boundary
conditions

Figure 3 shows the computational domain configuration
and the definition of the streamwise, x1 , cross-stream, x2 ,
and spanwise, x3 , coordinates with lengths L1�4�1

�29.16� ,0 , L2�1.1L1 , and L3�4�3�0.6L1 , with L1

�0.2 m. The parameters �1 and �3 are forcing wavelengths
in the x1 and x3 directions, and were used to excite the layer
in order to induce rollup and pairing as in Moser and

FIG. 1. Drop evaporation-model comparison. Initial conditions are Te

�1000 K, Td ,0�300 K, d0�2�10�3 m, and Red,0�17, �a� normalized re-
sidual drop area, �b� drop temperature.

TABLE I. Parameters characterizing the density and distribution function
for different fuels. The density is in kg/m3 and all parameters related to the
distribution function are in kg/kmole.

Fuel � l � l ,0 � l ,0 
 l ,0

n-decane 642 142
Gasoline 742 101 31.5 60.5
Diesel 828 185 43.0 60.5
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Rogers,35 and Miller and Bellan.11,12 � ,0��U0 /!�u1 /�x2"
where the brackets ! " indicate averaging over homogeneous
(x1 ,x3) planes, and the initial condition for u1 is detailed in
Ref. 11; for this initial condition � ,0�6.85�10�3 m. The
drops were distributed randomly throughout the x2�0 do-
main with uniform number density and a uniform tempera-
ture Td ,0 . Table II summarizes the initial conditions, where
the SC mixing layer results represent the database originated
in Ref. 13. The initial drop slip velocity with respect to the
gas is null, and the initial drop-size distribution is polydis-
perse, being specified by the Stokes number, St
��d�U0 /� ,0 ; both ##St0$$, where ## $$ denotes the drop
ensemble average, and St0,RMS are specified. Owing to the
larger � l at same initial St, the MC calculations are initial-
ized with a larger number of drops Nd ,0 and a smaller ##d0$$
than their SC counterpart. Comparing MC and SC fuel pa-
rameters, it is obvious that one cannot have the same � l ,
##d0$$, and St0 . The choice of the same St0 in all computa-
tions means that the initial interaction of the drops with the
flow is the same, and therefore if differences in the flow
evolution occur, they are entirely the result of the SC versus
MC aspect. For all simulations, the initial mass fraction of
the evaporated species was null and in the MC simulations
the initial molar weight was 137 kg/kmole in the entire do-
main. Re0 was chosen small enough to obtain resolution of
all scales. The mass loading ML is defined as the total mass

of the liquid relative to the total mass of the gas in the laden
stream. Furthermore, in all simulations M c ,0�0.35 and Pr
�Sc�0.67.

The numerical grid used in the simulations was uniform
in all directions and is listed in the caption of Table II. The
boundary conditions in the x1 and x3 directions were peri-
odic and the adiabatic slip-wall conditions in the x2 direction
previously derived by Poinsot and Lele36 and Baum et al.,37

based on the wave decomposition method, were here adapted
to the CT model for MC mixtures �see the Appendix�. Drops
arriving at the slip-wall boundary were assumed to stick to it
and were retained in the simulation, thus conserving mass.
All simulations were performed on a SGI Origin 2000 plat-
form, using 64 processors. The CPU time is listed in Table II
and refers to the total for the processors.

The governing equations were solved numerically using
a fourth-order explicit Runge–Kutta temporal integration for
all time derivatives and eighth-order central finite differences
for all spatial derivatives. A fourth-order Lagrange interpola-
tion procedure was used to obtain gas-phase variable values
at drop locations. As drops evaporate, their residual mass
decreases. Drops whose residual mass was less than 3% were
removed from the calculation. The initial conditions for the
temporally developing mixing layer configuration were
based on those of Ref. 35 and were detailed in Ref. 11.

One computational difficulty in mixing-layer MC-fuel

FIG. 2. Quiescent drop evaporation. Initial conditions: Td ,0�300 K, Te�1000 K, and d0�100 �m. �a� Normalized surface area, �b� drop and liquid boiling
temperature evolution, �c� diesel-fuel drop composition evolution, and �d� surface mole fraction during diesel-fuel drop evaporation.
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drop simulations is determining K and K� in the CT form of
hv

0(m), hv
0(�v)��0

	hv
0(m) f v(m)dm�K�v�K�. For an iso-

lated MC-fuel drop whose far-field conditions are specified,
Eq. �25� becomes

�64�

Therefore K� can be obtained from Eq. �64� at the initial
condition, and K can be found as a function of �vs . Although
in principle the same procedure can be applied for the mix-
ing layer drops whose far-field conditions change as a func-
tion of position and time, this calculation introduces a large
computational overhead. To remove this computational over-
head, single-drop computations were performed for diesel

fuel at several initial conditions, and the values of K and K�
were empirically determined �as the composition of the drop
changed with time� from a plot of hv

0 vs �vs created accord-
ing to Eq. �64�. While it is apparent that hv

0 is not strictly
linear and depends on the initial conditions, for ease of com-
putation in the mixing layer simulations, the linear relation-
ship for hv

0 was retained, with K��100 175 J/kg, K�
�119 663 800 J/kmole. Although the linear relationship is
only qualitatively correct, it embodies the general behavior
exhibited in these calculations and it is thus deemed appro-
priate considering the uncertainty associated with the ther-
mophysical parameters for MC-fuel distributions. All trans-
port properties were calculated at 350 K.

B. Global layer evolution and transition attainment

To compare SC and MC simulations, the global evolu-
tion of the layers through the momentum thickness �m ,

�m�
1

��1��2�
2 �

L2,min

L2,max
��2�!�u1"���1�!�u1"�dx2 ,

�65�

FIG. 3. Mixing layer configuration.

TABLE II. Simulation parameters. For all simulations M c ,0�0.35, Re0�500, Td ,0�345 K, and T0�375 K,
and for MC simulations 
 l ,0�76 kg/kmole. The initial drop size distribution is polydisperse and Gaussian with
##St0$$�3 and ##(St0�##St0$$)

2$$1/2�0.5. The resolution was N1�N2�N3�256�288�160 in all simula-
tions. SC2 and SC5 represent databases obtained in Okong’o and Bellan �Ref. 13�.

Run Fuel ML0 Nd ,0 ##d0$$, m

t*�t�U0 /� ,0

CPU time �at
transition�, hours

Peak in
!! 3

�""� ,0 /�U0 Transition

SC2 n-decane 0.2 2.28�106 8.6�10�5 86 100 1336
SC5 n-decane 0.5 5.70�106 8.6�10�5 97 105 2075
MC2 diesel 0.2 2.70�106 7.6�10�5 98 105 2340
MC5 diesel 0.5 6.50�106 7.6�10�5 103 110 4256
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was first examined, with �1�!�u1"x2�L2,max
and �2

�!�u1"x2��L2,min
, L2,max�L2/2 and L2,min��L2/2. Illus-

trated in Fig. 4�a� is �m /� ,0 as a function of t*
�t�U0 /� ,0 for both SC-fuel and MC-fuel drop-laden layers.
All layers display rollup and a double pairing, with a plateau
after the first pairing indicative of the forcing effect. At same
ML0 one discerns little difference between the SC and MC

layer growth, with the SC layers growing somewhat larger
before the first pairing and vice versa after the second pair-
ing. The larger ML0 layers exhibit a smaller and more linear
growth with lesser influence from the forcing, this being at-
tributed to the higher density stratification between the two
streams resulting in more difficulty to entrain. The SC5 layer
displays the smallest ultimate growth, with the smallest
momentum-thickness-based Reynolds number, Rem

%Re0�m /� ,0 , at transition �1415 for SC2, 1450 for MC2,
1360 for SC5, and 1465 for MC5�. The larger Rem at transi-
tion for MC-fuel simulations compared to their SC counter-
part indicates that these former layers may have enhanced
turbulent features compared to the latter.

Owing to the major role of vorticity,  %��u, in tur-
bulent flows, global aspects of the flow that are associated
with  were also examined. In Figs. 4�b� and 4�c� the vol-
ume averaged nondimensional positive spanwise vorticity,
!! 3

�""� ,0 /�U0 , and the nondimensional enstrophy,
!! i i""(� ,0 /�U0)2, evolutions are depicted as functions
of t* where !! "" denotes volume averaging. The positive
spanwise vorticity �Fig. 4�b�� begins increasing after rollup,
and following the plateau displayed after the first pairing
continues to increase at a sustained rate. Although the SC5
layer initially follows the growth of the ML0�0.2 layers, it
eventually reaches the highest peak, indicating that the in-
creased number of drops contributes to an increased forma-
tion of small scales. With respect to the other three layers,
the MC5 layer has a delayed growth and peak �peak times in
Table II�, which is, however, still larger than that of both
ML0�0.2 layers, albeit slightly smaller than that of the SC5
layer. The indications are that the MC layers achieve a
slightly reduced small-scale formation than their SC counter-
part. A similar behavior to that of  3

� is portrayed in Fig.
4�c� for the enstrophy, but we note that these indications
pertain only to the attained maxima and are reversed past the
culminating point of the curves. With increasing ML0 , the
difference in enstrophy evolution between the SC and MC
layers becomes enhanced, with the MC5 layer evolving

FIG. 5. Spanwise energy spectra for each component of the velocity fluc-
tuations for MC5 at t*�110.

FIG. 4. Timewise evolution of the nondimensional momentum thickness,
positive spanwise vorticity and enstrophy for the simulations listed in
Table II.
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in a more linear manner, lagging in stretching and tilting
activity, and displaying a delayed peak with respect to the
other layers, although all layers reach similar enstrophy lev-
els. To understand the relatively small sensitivity to the fuel
composition, the  and  • equations were derived and
their budget was evaluated �not shown�. The largest contri-
bution to vorticity production is from the stretching and tilt-
ing term followed by the viscous term, while the source
terms have negligible contributions. Therefore the small sen-
sitivity of the global vorticity aspects to the fuel composition
may be traced to the negligible role of the source terms for
these values of ML0 . However, one discerns a generally
higher activity in the vorticity-magnitude rms and an en-
hanced effect of viscosity in the  3 rms for the SC-fuel
drop-laden layer.

By our stringent criterion of mixing transition achieve-
ment, not only must �m /� ,0 , !! 3

�""� ,0 /�U0 and
!! i i""(� ,0 /�U0)2 increase sharply and in a sustained
manner, but also the spectra must be smooth, indicative of
the full range of scales characteristic of turbulence. Illus-
trated as an example, Fig. 5 plots represent the spanwise
spectra for the MC5 simulation at the time identified in Table
II as corresponding to mixing transition. These plots display
the full range of scales indicative of transition. The peak in
the energy spectra at a wave number of 4 is attributed to the
spanwise forcing. The plots additionally show that the flow is
completely resolved, as most of the energy is in the low
wave-number regime and there is no energy accumulation in
the high wave numbers.

C. Flow characteristics and drop organization
at transition

Since local conditions are of prime interest �e.g., govern
reaction rates�, it is pertinent to examine the local vorticity,
drop number distribution and the evaporated-fuel mass frac-
tion.

1. Vorticity

Comparison of contour plots of  3 for SC2 and MC2
after the second pairing (t*�87) show a markedly different
local structure �not shown�. The maximum  3

� is smaller for
the MC-fuel drop-laden layer, indicating that a wide spread
molar-weight liquid-fuel composition may globally impede
vorticity production; this conclusion is consistent with the
vorticity and vorticity-magnitude budget analyses. Although
the general level of vorticity activity is higher in the SC-fuel
layer, locally one observes considerably more numerous high
vorticity regions for the MC-fuel mixing layer. These sites of
very high vorticity lead to a more highly structured flow �not
shown� by inducing the formation of high drop number den-
sity regions through flinging the drops away from the high to
the low vorticity locations. Since transition is attained fol-
lowing the  3

� peak, the vorticity level is reduced from that
at t*�87, however, the SC-fuel layers retain larger  3

� with
respect to the MC-fuel layers. Figure 6 shows  3 in the
between-the-braid plane for the SC �Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�� and
MC �Figs. 6�c� and 6�d�� layers at transition; the braid plane
plots display a similar behavior. Numerous sites of positive
spanwise vorticity, plotted in solid lines, are obvious in all

figures, indicating small-scale production. Although the ma-
jor visual features of the flow are similar for SC2 and MC2
simulations, the details are different. Noteworthy, the MC2
layer exhibits a spottier aspect with isolated localities of high
vorticity. As ML0 increases, the ratio of the maximum posi-
tive spanwise vorticity level between SC and MC simula-
tions becomes larger and it becomes easier to discern the
more numerous regions of high vorticity for the MC-fuel
layer.

Because SC layers have regions of larger vorticity mag-
nitude at transition, these results do not support the global
analysis indication that MC layers may have more turbulence
activity than SC ones. However, MC layers display more
small-scale structure than their SC equivalent, an aspect con-
firmed by the drop organization examined below.

2. Drop organization

Since MC calculations are initiated with larger Nd than
their SC equivalent, the pertinent quantity to examine is not
Nd but the drop-number density �n . Visualizations of �n ,
calculated as an Eulerian field from the instantaneous La-
grangian droplet locations,

�n��
q�1

Nd wq

�x3 , �66�

show the relationship between the regions of high vorticity
and relatively small �n . The results presented in Figs. 7�a�–
7�d� are at transition and qualitatively agree with those of
Squires and Eaton,38 who found that particles with a density
larger than that of the carrier flow concentrate in regions of
low vorticity and high strain. They are also reminiscent of
the ‘‘focusing’’ effect defined by Crowe et al.39 for coherent
vortices in the laminar flow context; however, in Fig. 7 the
noteworthy feature is the small-scale structure formed, with
drops profiling the small-scale instead of the coherent vorti-
ces. The highest drop concentration (3.43�1010 for SC2,
3.16�1010 for MC2, 4.6�1010 for SC5, and 6.0�1010 for
MC5, all in m�3; these maxima are not necessarily shown on
Fig. 7 because they occur at pointwise locations and cannot
be captured by a color rendering scale representative of the
important features� is not at the periphery of the coherent
vortex representing the ultimate structure resulting from the
two pairings of the four initial vortices, but rather at the
periphery of small-scale vortical structures. Following the
second pairing, at t*�87, �n exhibits considerably larger
levels and displays much more structure for the MC2 than
for the SC2 simulation �not shown�. The smaller �n is attrib-
uted to the faster drop evaporation �see Sec. IV D 1� inducing
some drops to be completely evaporated and thus removed
from the computation, whereas none of the drops in the MC2
simulation satisfy the criterion for complete evaporation; the
fact that some of the SC drops have evaporated while none
of the MC drops did so is significant, as ##d0$$ was slightly
larger for the SC simulations. The larger �n may also be
attributable to the larger Nd ,0 in MC computations. Compar-
ing �n for the SC2 and MC2 simulations at transition �Figs.
7�a� and 7�c��, it appears that this evidence of higher maxi-
mum �n for the MC2 simulation accompanied by an in-
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creased small-scale structure is lost, indicating drop re-
organization. Except for more numerous locations of high �n

indicative of an increased structure for the MC5 compared to
the SC5 simulation �compare Figs. 7�b� and 7�d��, it is simi-
larly difficult to quantify from simple visual inspection the
differences between the two sets of results. The molar weight
distribution depicted in Figs. 7�e� and 7�f� is illustrated here
for the purpose of direct visual comparisons with Figs. 7�c�
and 7�d� and is discussed in detail in Sec. IV C 3.

To quantify the drop structure in the flow, we calculated
the drop-number density conditionally averaged on the sec-
ond invariant of the deformation tensor for compressible
flow,

IIu��
1

2 � �Si jSi j�SkkSll��
1

2
 i i� , �67�

and on a passive scalar � �here the fuel mass fraction� which
is chosen as ��0.5 to ensure that primarily only laden-
stream fluid is considered. The form of IIu is conducive to
distinguishing portions of the flow that are of rotational or
compressible nature, corresponding to IIu�0, from other
portions of the flow where strain dominate, corresponding to
IIu�0. Noteworthy, because the rotational part is weighted
by 1/4 whereas the strain/compressibility part is weighted by
1/2, conditioning on IIu does not give an accurate portrayal

of the relative �n in these regions; to obtain an accurate
proportion one would have to weigh appropriately the posi-
tive and negative contributions. However, this subtlety does
not intervene if the intent is to compare the results from
different simulations. Displayed in Fig. 8 are the nondimen-
sional conditional averages of �n for all simulations listed in
Table II. Even with the uncertainties about comparing the �n

magnitude for positive and negative contributions, it is obvi-
ous that most drops accumulate predominantly in regions
where IIu�0, then in regions where IIu�0 and finally at
locations where IIu�0. On the scale of the plot, in the mod-
erate and strongly positive IIu regions, �n is merely a func-
tion of ML0 , with only subtle differences in regions of low
vorticity and compressibility, where the SC simulations ex-
hibit slightly larger values than their MC counterpart. How-
ever, larger differences between SC and MC results appear in
the IIu�0 regions. For ML0�0.2, the plots in Fig. 8 show
that with the exception of very strongly negative IIu regions,
�n is larger for MC2 than for SC2 in strain regions, indicat-
ing that �n remains larger for MC2 past the second pairing
and at transition. For ML0�0.5, the results exhibit an even
larger difference between the SC versus MC simulations, and
in very strong strain regions �n is considerably larger for
MC5 than for SC5. The highly nonmonotonic variation of
the MC plots in moderately to strongly IIu�0 regions indi-

FIG. 6. Nondimensional spanwise vorticity in the between-the-braid plane (x3�0.06 m) at the transitional time for �a� SC2, �b� SC5, �c� MC2, and �d� MC5.
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cates an increased small-scale structure with respect to their
SC equivalent. These quantitative results confirm the quali-
tative observations from Figs. 7�b� and 7�d� and show that
the MC-liquid composition impacts the �n magnitude and its
distribution. The reasons for this occurrence are discussed in
Sec. IV D.

3. Molar weight distribution for MC-fuel simulations

The distribution of gas-phase molar weight at transition
is shown in Figs. 7�e� for MC2 and Fig. 7�f� for MC5 in the
between-the-braid plane. Because of color rendering, the full
range of molar weights cannot be displayed �the maximum

FIG. 7. �Color� Drop number density ��a�, �b�, �c�, and �d�� in m�3, and mean molar weight of the evaporated species ��e� and �f�� in kg/kmole plotted in the
between-the-braid plane (x3�0.06 m) at the transitional time for �a� SC2, �b� SC5, �c� MC2, �d� MC5, �e� MC2, and �f� MC5.
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molar weight was 250 kg/kmole for MC2 and 212 kg/kmole
for MC5�, however, the deleted values in the upper range of
molar weights occupy only point-like locations; for each of
the two figures, the maximum shown molar weight was cho-
sen based on the best color representation for the entire do-
main. The larger maximum �v obtained in the MC2 simula-
tion is attributed to the larger Td �the ensemble averaged Td

is discussed in Sec. IV D 2�, which allows the evaporation of
less volatile species whose molar weight is larger. Despite
removing the largest values from the illustrations, the wide
range of values and the very complex molar weight local
distribution is noteworthy, to be compared to the constant
molar weight of n-decane, 142 kg/kmole, which is spatially
distributed in the domain according to Y v �see below�. Most
of the lighter components, which egress from the drop earlier
during evaporation, reside in the lower stream. The
intermediary-weight components, which are released after
the drops have been entrained, reside mostly in the interior of
the layer as they have already participated in the mixing
process. In contrast, the heavier components reside in the
high �n regions, as they evaporate later during the drop life-
time and have not participated in the mixing; in chemically
reacting flows, heavier species will lead to solid-particulate
formation, an undesirable aspect of combustion. Therefore a
segregation of chemical species becomes established accord-
ing to their release time from the drops. This segregation
inherently cannot be captured by SC-fuel simulations.

In the between-the-braid plane, the MC5 layer encom-
passes more numerous high-molar-weight locations than the
MC2 layer, consistent with the more numerous high �n loca-
tions in the layer and with the larger maximum �n . Also, the
molar weight distribution is more inhomogeneous with in-
creasing ML0 . In order to quantify the molar weight distri-
bution across the layer at transition, (x1 ,x3)-plane average
�v PDFs of the molar weight that are illustrative of the lower
stream (x2 /� ,0��12), lower part of the layer (x2 /� ,0

��2.5), and upper part of the layer (x2 /� ,0�7) were cal-

culated. The PDF in the lower stream peaks at lower �v
values and is akin to a delta function �not shown� culminat-
ing at lower �v values with increasing ML0 �156 kg/kmole
for MC2 and 147 kg/kmole for MC5�. The PDFs in the lower
and upper parts of the layer are illustrated in Fig. 9. In the
lower layer region the PDFs peak at higher values than in the
lower stream and the peak location remains at smaller values
with increasing ML0 . The small ‘‘bumps’’ on each side of
the peak correspond to regions of high �n where high-molar-
weight components reside. In the upper part of the layer, the
PDFs widen in the higher �v range and their peak value
decreases, with the higher peak now corresponding to the
larger ML0 . The wider range is illustrative of the higher
molar weight of components evaporated late in the drop life-
time and residing in the upper layer high-�n region �e.g.,
Figs. 7�e� and 7�d��. The small local peak evident in the low
�v range represents a region of small molar weights tra-
versed by the (x1 ,x3) plane at x2 /� ,0�7 �e.g., Fig. 7�.

Results showing segregation of species have been found
in laminar combustion simulations by Continillo and
Sirignano40 who used a binary-fuel species as a representa-
tion for diesel or kerosene and a detailed transport model in
conjunction with a drop field representation by groups of
drops �the number of groups seems unspecified� rather than
the present physical drops; the segregation was attributed to
the different volatilities of the components. The present re-
sults show that this segregation also occurs for MC fuels in
transitional flows which indicates that turbulence may be in-
effective in homogenizing the flow composition.

4. Evaporated-fuel mass fraction

The mass fraction of the evaporated species is illustrated
in Fig. 10. Comparing the results from SC and MC simula-
tions, it is apparent that the drops in the latter produce a
smaller amount of vapor �see legends; the maxima, 0.096 for
SC2, 0.1 for SC5, 0.067 for MC2, and 0.078 for MC5, are
not displayed�, which is attributed to the wide range of spe-

FIG. 8. Drop number density at the transitional times conditioned on the
second invariant and on a passive scalar being smaller than 0.5. SC02,

MC02, -•-•- SC05, -••-••- MC05.
FIG. 9. PDF of �v at different cross-stream locations, x2 /� ,0��2.5 and 7
for both MC2 and MC5 layers.
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cies volatility that leads to a decreasing evaporation rate once
the most volatile components have been released. This be-
havior has already been identified in the single-drop simula-
tions discussed in Sec. III. Regions of larger Y V generally
correspond to the locations of high �n , however, moderate
Y V regions occur throughout the layer owing to gas-phase
transport mechanisms carrying evaporated species from the
drop surface to other layer regions.

D. First-order statistics

The first-order statistics are calculated to enable a more
complete understanding of the global and detailed features of
the layers. For the drop variables, these statistics are La-
grangian, meaning that averages are performed on the drop
ensemble. The gas-phase variables are subjected to volumet-
ric Eulerian averages.

1. Drop size

Illustrated in Fig. 11�a� is the Lagrangian ensemble av-
erage of the residual drop diameter in the entire domain as a
function of t*; comparing nondimensional rather than di-
mensional drop diameters removes the bias introduced by the
smaller ##d0$$ in MC simulations. The linear behavior of the

well-known d2 law is not observed in Fig. 11 as the curves
represent ensemble averages rather than the individual drop
behavior. To understand the different fate of drops in the
mixing layer �defined as x2 /� ,0&�7) from those in the
lower stream �i.e., x2 /� ,0��7), separate Lagrangian en-
semble averages are depicted in Fig. 11�b�. For ML0�0.2,
the MC-fuel drops evaporate considerably slower than the
SC-fuel drops �Fig. 11�a�� due to the decreased volatility
accompanying the increase in molar weight. This decreased
evaporation induces the drops to have more interaction with
the flow, and this increased coupling results in the augmented
small-scale structure discussed in Sec. IV C 2. The evapora-
tion rate is considerably reduced when ML0�0.5. Also, al-
though the MC5 evaporation rate is slower than in SC5, the
difference between the two simulations is considerably
smaller than when ML0�0.2. As stated earlier, the smaller
evaporation rate of the MC simulations is attributed to the
wide range of volatilities that reduces evaporation once the
most volatile components have been released; the smaller
evaporation rate for ML0�0.5 simulations is attributed to
the larger number of drops, which represents a higher heat
sink for the gas phase; finally, the reduced evaporation rate
for the ML0�0.5 simulations renders the individual-drop

FIG. 10. Mass fraction of the evaporated species in the between-the-braid plane (x3�0.06 m) at the transitional time for �a� SC2, �b� SC5, �c� MC2, and �d�
MC5.
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evaporation rate in each of those simulations more uniform
in magnitude for reasons discussed in Sec. IV D 2. Compari-
sons of plots in Figs. 11�a� and 11�b� show that this general
behavior is more typical of drops inside the layer. The drops
in the lower stream reach an asymptotic size by the comple-
tion of the first pairing for ML0�0.2 and by the end of
rollup for ML0�0.5, indicating cessation of evaporation due
to saturation. The earlier saturation for ML0�0.5 is due to
the higher initial �n which induces a larger vapor accumula-
tion in the lower stream.

Displayed in Fig. 12 is the PDF of St in the mixing layer
for all simulations at transition. All four simulations were
initiated with the same St PDF �Table II�, and therefore
evolving differences result from either the ML0 value or the
MC aspect; since St�� ld

2 Re0 /(18�� ,0
2 )�d2/� with all

other quantities being fixed, Fig. 12 represents the
�-modulated polydispersity evolution. The probability of be-
ing at the mean is practically independent of ML0 for the SC
simulations and slightly reduced for MC5 compared to MC2;
the mean is reduced with decreasing ML0 for each type of

simulation indicative of �-modulated enhanced evaporation.
Independent of ML0 , the mean is larger and the probability
of being at the mean is higher for MC simulations compared
to their SC counterpart. This observation is consistent with
the narrower St distribution for each MC simulation com-
pared to the equivalent SC one, indicating a decreased
�-modulated polydispersity resulting from the MC aspect.
The larger �-modulated drop size and the �-modulated re-
duced polydispersity for MC cases are attributed to the com-
bination of slower evaporation with condensation �discussed
in Sec. IV D 2� occurring only in MC simulations.

2. Drop composition and temperature

In SC computations, the drop composition is inherently
invariant. In MC simulations, condensation occurs as the re-
sult of the drops being transported in regions of the flow
having different compositions. The condensation of these
species is clearly evident in Figs. 13�a� and 13�c�, where it is
seen that although ##� l$$ increases with time due to the
evaporation of the lighter components, ##� l$$ exhibits a non-
monotonic behavior. Following an initial decrease due to the
more volatile components leaving the liquid drop, ##� l$$ in-
creases indicating that some mixture constituents that have
already evaporated are now condensing back onto the drops;
further variations in ##� l$$ indicate a slow, asymptotic evo-
lution. This condensation process may also contribute to the
larger �-modulated residual diameter of the MC-fuel drops
observed in Figs. 11 and 12. The fate of the fuel composition
for drops in different regions of the layer was examined by
performing separate ensemble averages over drops in the
lower stream �i.e., for x2 /� ,0��7) and over drops in the
mixing layer �defined here as the remaining of the domain�.
The results portrayed in Figs. 13�b� and 13�d� show that the
lower stream drops reach relatively fast an asymptotic ap-
proximately fixed composition, whereas the mixing-layer
drops change composition, as both ##� l$$ and ##� l$$ con-

FIG. 11. Timewise evolution of the Lagrangian average residual droplet area for the SC and MC simulations. SC2; MC2; -•- SC5; -••- MC5
and �a� for the entire domain, �b� separately for the lower stream �lines� defined as x2 /� ,0��7 and the mixing layer �lines and symbols�.

FIG. 12. Probabilty density functions of drop Stokes number inside the
mixing layer �defined as x2 /� ,0&�7), each at the transitional time.
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tinue to vary. Whereas in the interior of the mixing layer
##� l$$ increases with time, ##� l$$ exhibits a nonmonotonic
behavior indicative of concomitant evaporation of some spe-
cies and condensation of other species. Thus the MC-fuel
drop composition is the result of two competing instanta-
neous processes: evaporation and condensation.

The condensation also explains the variation in the drop
temperature depicted in Fig. 14 for the ensemble average
drop temperature over the entire domain, over the lower
stream and over the complementary part of the domain to the
lower stream. Two distinct behaviors are encountered. In the
lower stream and over the entire domain, ##Td$$ exhibits an
undulatory behavior with an amplitude that is less than 1%
of the mean drop temperature, while in x2 /� ,0&�7 a more
random variation is evident; the domain ensemble average is
skewed by the lower stream where the majority of drops
reside. The lack of direct association between ##Td$$ and the
flow is due to the drops being influenced by the flow through
the history of their far-field conditions; since the slip velocity

�u�v� is generally non-null, the motion does not directly
influence ##Td$$.

In x2 /� ,0��7 and over the entire domain, the SC-fuel
##Td$$ initially decreases due to evaporation. The further in-
crease in ##Td$$ is due to drop heating as a result of heat
transfer from the gas phase. This stage is followed by a re-
duction in ##Td$$ corresponding to a stronger evaporation
induced by the larger ##Td$$. Therefore evaporation and
heating combine to render ##Td$$ mildly undulatory for the
SC case. In contrast to the SC situation, the MC-fuel ##Td$$
decreases for a much shorter time following the initial con-
ditions, corresponding to the evaporation of the very light
components. Following this stage, ##Td$$ must increase be-
fore the heavier components leave the liquid, slowing down
evaporation �see Fig. 11�. When condensation is initiated
�see Fig. 13�, ##Td$$ increases but this augmentation occurs
at a smaller rate since the condensing vapor carries the
higher temperature of the gas, thus facilitating evaporation of

FIG. 13. Timewise evolution of the liquid composition in MC simulations: mean molar weight and variance in kg/kmole. �a� and �c� Lagrangian ensemble
averages over the entire domain for MC2 and MC5, respectively. �b� and �d� Separate Lagrangian ensemble averages, for MC2 and MC5, respectively, over
the lower stream, defined as x2 /� ,0��7, and the mixing layer, defined as the remaining part of the domain.
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other components in the drop. Eventually, the condensation
rate decreases and ##Td$$ is high enough to allow a stronger
evaporation, explaining the further decrease in ##Td$$. Fol-
lowing the evaporation of these intermediary molar weight
species, ##Td$$ must again increase before the higher molar
weight components may evaporate. Thus the MC-fuel ##Td$$
also has an undulatory behavior, but at a larger average than
the SC-fuel drops. Figure 14 also shows that ##Td$$ slightly
increases with increasing ML0 for SC simulations, but sub-
stantially decreases with increasing ML0 for MC simula-
tions, showing that this qualitative variation trend for MC-
fuel drops cannot be captured by the SC approximation. The
more random evolution of ##Td$$ in x2 /� ,0&�7 is the re-
sult of the drops interaction with the local turbulent flow.

3. Vapor-fuel composition and gas temperature

In SC simulations the fuel-vapor composition is inher-
ently invariant. The impact of MC-fuel drop evaporation on
the gas phase is illustrated in Fig. 15 showing the timewise

evolution of (x1 ,x3)-plane averages for �v and �v for MC2
�Figs. 15�a� and 15�b�� and MC5 �Figs. 15�c� and 15�d��.
Due to the early evaporation of the more volatile compo-
nents, !�v" rapidly increases in the lower, drop-laden stream.
At later times, the drops in the lower stream continue evapo-
rating and releasing species of increasing molar weight while
the drops entrained into the layer begin releasing intermedi-
ary molar weight species, having already released their light
molar weight components. As the drops are transported into
the upper layer region, the site of the highest molar weight
fractions in the gas phase changes accordingly, and the re-
gion occupied by the evaporated species widens. This is con-
sistent with the location of the highest �n being in the upper
stream �see Fig. 7� and with the cross-stream growth of the
fuel-vapor layer �not shown�. Finally, mixing induces the
penetration of the intermediary molar-weight species into the
lower part of the layer. With increasing ML0 , this penetra-
tion occurs earlier, however, the peak in !�v" decreases, in-
dicating a reduced species-stratification of the layer while
evaporation in the lower stream ceases, with apparent satu-

FIG. 14. Timewise evolution of the ensemble average drop temperature for the entire domain � �, lower stream � �, and the complementary part of
the domain to the lower stream �-•-•-�. �a� SC2, �b� MC2, �c� SC5, and �d� MC5.
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ration. The indication of saturation is consistent with the in-
formation presented in Fig. 11 showing an asymptotic de-
crease in the drop size. It is now clear that in the upper part
of the layer the drop size may evolve to be nearly constant,
but this is the result of evaporation/condensation process,
whereas in the lower stream the nearly constant drop size is
an indication of saturation. This interpretation is supported
by the plots in Figs. 15�b� and 15�d� illustrating !�v". Con-
comitant to the increase in !�v", !�v" exhibits a similar aug-
mentation. At earlier times, !�v" augmentation occurs in the
region adjacent to the boundary between the two streams
because this is where the drops encounter the highest gas
temperature �heat transfer to the drops initially decreases the
lower-stream gas temperature� and begin evaporating. The
central peak in Figs. 15�b� and 15�d� at t*�25 is equivalent
to the corresponding peak in Figs. 15�a� and 15�c�. The vari-
ance continues to display the largest augmentation in the
region of strongest drop evaporation, as increasingly heavier

components are released from the drops. At transition, the
largest !�v" is in the upper part of the layer, indicating a
more inhomogeneous molar weight region; the inhomogene-
ity decreases with increasing ML0 , emulating the !�v" re-
sults. As one progresses towards the middle layer region, an
abrupt reduction followed by a local peak is encountered,
reminiscent of the nonuniformity in composition �e.g., Figs.
7�e� and 7�f�� around localities of high �n �e.g., Figs. 7�c�
and 7�d��. In the middle part of the layer, !�v" displays a
plateau for ML0�0.2, indicating a more uniform composi-
tion, while for ML0�0.5 there is a gradual reduction from
the upper to the lower part of the layer; this information
reminds that of Figs. 7�e� and 7�f� which depicted the
between-the-braid plane. At the lower extremity of the layer,
another local peak is evident, but at a smaller !�v" than at
the upper extremity of the layer, corresponding to the cross-
stream locations of large �n and larger !�v" cross-stream
variation, an example of which is clearly seen in Fig. 7. The

FIG. 15. Evolution of (x1 ,x3)-plane averages for �a� and �c� the vapor mean molar weight; �b� and �d� the vapor distribution-function variance. �a� and �b�
for MC2; �c� and �d� for MC5. The times correspond to rollup, end of the first pairing, end of the second pairing, and transition.
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smallest !�v" is in the lower stream, indicating the most
homogeneous region; while !�v" exhibits only a minimal
timewise variation for ML0�0.2, it displays no variation �on
this !�v" scale� for ML0�0.5, which completes the informa-
tion indicative of saturation.

The volume-averaged gas temperature depicted in Fig.
16 initially decreases for both SC and MC cases. However,
as the MC-fuel drop evaporation rate decreases, !!T"" re-
mains larger since the heat transfer is reduced. The ML0

�0.5 simulations exhibit a plateau corresponding to the shal-
low part of the ##Td$$ curves in Fig. 14 representing the
duration between rollup and conclusion of the first pairing.
The further reduction in !!T"" mirrors the second augmenta-
tion in ##Td$$ occurring after the first pairing.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A study of a multicomponent drop-laden three-
dimensional mixing layer has been conducted by adopting
the continuous thermodynamics approach to mathematically
describe the liquid composition in a probabilistic manner.
Following previous continuous thermodynamics representa-
tions, the distribution of the chemical species in the fuel is
described by a function of the molar weight. Initially, the
layer is laden with drops in the lower stream and the drop
temperature is lower than that of the carrier gas. Drop evapo-
ration leads to a change in the gas-phase composition, which
is also described in a probabilistic manner. A model for the
MC-fuel drop-laden mixing layer has been developed by as-
suming the initial mathematical form of the distribution
function and postulating that the same form is retained dur-
ing the drop lifetime, but with evolving mean and variance as
the drops evaporate. Therefore the physical complexity of
the MC situation resulted in only two additional equations
�for the mean and for the second moment� for each liquid
and gas.

A test of the isolated drop model using this probabilistic
approach was conducted and has shown that when the initial

liquid-species distribution is narrow and has the same mean
molar weight as the single-component fuel, the diameter pre-
dicted by the multicomponent model compares favorably
with that of the single-component model. Further, isolated
multicomponent-fuel drop calculations were conducted with
diesel and gasoline fuels to elucidate their behavior when
compared to that of n-decane.

The results from four mixing layer simulations were
considered, where two simulations performed with diesel-
fuel drops were compared with two other simulations con-
ducted with n-decane drops.13 Except for the liquid proper-
ties �density, composition, and thermophysical properties�,
all initial conditions based on the Mach, Reynolds, Prandtl,
and Schmidt numbers, on the Stokes number probability dis-
tribution function, on the drop and gas temperature and on
the gas composition were the same in all calculations. How-
ever, due to the different fuel density, the specification of the
same initial Stokes number probability distribution function
lead to smaller initial drop diameters and larger initial num-
ber of drops in the multicomponent case compared to the
single-component equivalent.

The mixing layer simulations consisted of the
perturbation-induced double pairing of four initial vortices to
yield an ultimate vortex within which small scales prolifer-
ated, leading to transitional states. The global properties of
the layers �momentum thickness, enstrophy, positive span-
wise vorticity, and vorticity budgets� displayed modest sen-
sitivity to the fuel composition and the layers attained tran-
sition at similar times. Visualizations of dynamic and
thermodynamic variables at transition showed, however, that
the details of the multicomponent-fuel layers differ from
their single-component counterpart. Multicomponent-fuel
drops evaporated slower due to the higher saturation pressure
of the heavier species, leading to their interaction time with
the flow being longer. This longer interaction time permitted
the development of a more complex small-scale vorticity
structure in the flow at transition, and the creation of regions
of higher drop number density which also displayed more
structure, particularly in high strain regions, than in the
single-component fuel simulation. The last feature was the
combined result of single-component fuel drops becoming
evaporated, and thus being removed from the computation,
and of the initially smaller number of drops, as explained
above. In the single-component case, the molar weight of the
evaporated fuel was inherently constant and its spatial distri-
bution followed that of the evaporated fuel mass fraction.
For the multicomponent drop case, evaporation leads to the
mean molar weight in the liquid increasing and the variance
initially decreasing. However, as drops were transported into
regions of different gas compositions, condensation oc-
curred, leading to an eventual increase of the liquid variance.
This realistic condensation of some species coexisting with
the evaporation of other species was captured with only two
additional conservation equations compared to the single-
component fuel situation. The slower evaporation and the
evaporation/condensation process were considered contribu-
tors to the reduced gas-density-modulated drop-size polydis-
persity in multicomponent simulations compared to their
single-component counterpart. The species released from the

FIG. 16. Timewise evolution of the volume averaged gas temperature for
the SC and MC simulations.
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drop contributed to increasing both the mean molar weight
and the variance of the gas composition. Visualization of the
mean molar weight spatial distribution in streamwise planes
at transition revealed that the lighter components accumu-
lated in the lower stream as they were released early during
evaporation, before the drops were entrained in the layer.
Intermediary molar weight species resided in the interior of
the layer because they were released after the drops were
entrained and therefore participated in the mixing process
resulting from the double vortex pairing. The heavier com-
ponents, which were released later in the drop lifetime, re-
sided in regions of high drop-number density. Therefore, de-
spite turbulence features, a segregation of the chemical
species occurred based on the time of their release from the
drops. It is this segregation, which is important in many pro-
cesses, including combustion, that cannot be captured by the
single-component fuel drop approximation.

Thus we conclude that drop-laden single-component-
fuel experiments and simulations can reproduce the global
aspects of equivalent multicomponent-fuel flows. However,
the present results cast doubt on the ability of single-
component-fuel situations to represent important aspects of
multicomponent-fuel flows; these include the increasing
evaporation time which leads to the increased small-scale
structure of the flow and particularly the species segregation
which persists under transitional flow conditions.
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APPENDIX: CONSISTENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The characteristic boundary conditions �NSCBC�
method in the context of the local one-dimensional inviscid
LODI �as in Refs. 36 and 37� was implemented here to de-
rive boundary conditions. This new derivation is necessary
because the mean molar weight and the second moment be-
come variables in the context of CT. The CT-modified
Navier–Stokes system of equations can be written as

�Ũ

�t
�
�F(k)

�x j
�C̃(k)�0, �A1�

where the set of conservative variables is defined by

Ũ��c ,cmu j ,cet ,cXv ,cXv�v ,cXv�v�,

j��1,3� , �A2�

the flux vector of the conservative variables is the following:

F(k)��cu j ,cu juk ,�cet�p �u j ,cXvu j ,cXv�vu j ,cXv�vu j� ,

k��1,3� , �A3�

and C̃(k) includes all terms without any first derivative of Ũ
along the j direction,

C̃(k)�	 �
�

�x j
cD̄

�

�x j
�Xv��

1

mga

�

�x j
� cD̃

�

�x j
�Xv�v� ��SI-mole ,�

��k j

�x j
�SII ,k ,

�
�

�x j
�� �T

�x j
�ui� i j� �

��[ga ,[1,N]]
JD j�h���SIII ,�

�

�x j
� cD̄

�Xv

�x j
��SI-mole ,

�
�

�x j
� cD̃

�

�x j
�Xv�v� ��SI-mass ,�

�

�x j
cD̂

�

�x j
�Xv�v��S'
 . �A4�

The system of equations is closed by using the perfect gas
law for the gas mixture p�cRuT .

In order to identify characteristic waves in the hyper-
bolic part of our CT-modified system of equations, we derive
an equivalent form of the system using the following set of
primitive variables: U�(c ,u j ,p ,Xv ,�v ,�v). If P is the ma-

trix transformation from the conservative to the primitive
variables,

P�
�Ũ

�U
, �A5�
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P��
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

mu1 mc 0 0 0 cu1��v�mga� cu1Xv 0

mu2 0 mc 0 0 cu2��v�mga� cu2Xv 0

mu3 0 0 mc 0 cu3��v�mga� cu3Xv 0

P5,1 cu1 cu2 cu3
1


�1
P5,6 P5,7 0

Xv 0 0 0 0 c 0 0

Xv�v 0 0 0 0 c�v cXv 0

Xv�v 0 0 0 0 c�v 0 cXv

� , �A6�

where

P5,1�
uiui

2
�Xv�K�v�K��,

P5,6�p� Ac�Bc�v�
Cpga

Ru
��c�K�v�K��, �A7�

P5,7�Xv�pBc�cK �.

The wave amplitudes corresponding to each eigenvalue � i

are

L1��u2�c ���p

�y
�mca

�u2

�y � for �1�u2�a ,

L2�u2��p

�y
�ma2

�c

�y � for �2�u2 ,

L3�u2

�u1

�y
, L4�u2

�u3

�y
for �3�u2 , �4�u2 ,

�A8�

Lk�u2

�(k

�y
for �k�u2 , k��5,7� ,

L8��u2�c ���p

�y
�mca

�u2

�y � for �8�u2�a ,

where (5�Xv , (6��v , (7��v . The cross stream bound-
aries are adiabatic slip walls, and therefore � (�T/�y)
�u2�2 j����†ga ,�1,N�‡JD2�h��0, reflecting the null heat
flux condition through the wall. One inviscid condition, u2

�0, must be satisfied at the slip wall, and the viscous rela-
tions are represented by null tangential stresses, �12��23

�0. Since the normal velocity is null, the amplitudes L2

through L7 are null and L1�L8 . The amplitude of the re-
flected wave L1 is thus set to L8 , with L8 computed from the
variables inside the domain.
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